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Apparent evidence for unconscious sound symbolism is probably artifactual: Commentary on8

Heyman, Maerten, Vankrunkelsven, Voorspoels and Moors (in press)9

This supplement details the regression models used in Rabagliati (n.d.)’s analysis of10

unconscious sound symbolism. Analyses were conducted using the packages lme4 (Bates,11

Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), tidyverse (Wickham, 2017) and the paper was written12

using papaja (Aust & Barth, 2018).13

Model 1: Puffy shapes14

To compare how the words bubu and kiki affected responses to puffy shapes, we15

regressed breakthrough times against a dummy-coded fixed effect of word (0 = bubu, 1 =16

kiki), a random intercept for each participant, and a random effect of word for each17

participant. The correlation between the random by-participant intercept and the random18

slope for word was set to 0 to aid convergence. In lme4 code, the model had the structure19

BreakthroughTime ~ Word + (1+Word||Participant).20

Hearing kiki significantly slowed responses (Table 1).21

Table 1

Mixed model for puffy shapes

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.47 0.08 179.71 44.43 0

Kiki 0.34 0.03 173.40 12.62 0
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Model 2: Spiky shapes22

We used the same regression to compare how the words bubu and kiki affected23

responses to spiky shapes, we regressed breakthrough times against a dummy-coded fixed24

effect of word (0 = bubu, 1 = kiki), a random intercept for each participant, and a random25

effect of word for each participant. The correlation between the random by-participant26

intercept and the random slope for word was set to 0 to aid convergence. In lme4 code, the27

model had the structure28

BreakthroughTime ~ Word + (1+Word||Participant)29

Again, hearing kiki significantly slowed responses (Table 2).30

Table 2

Mixed model for spiky shapes

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.42 0.08 180.46 45.49 0

Kiki 0.23 0.03 174.59 9.09 0

Model 3: Omnibus analysis with item effects31

In the original analysis, a difference score was obtained for each participant by32

subtracting mean breakthrough times to incongruent words from mean breakthrough times33

to congruent words. We instead used mixed effects regressions to model the trial-level data,34

and incorporated both subjects and the (two) shape items as random effects. In this model,35

we regressed breakthrough times against a dummy coded congruency factor (0 =36

incongruent, 1 = congruent) along with a random intercept for each participant, a random37

effect of congruence for each participant, a random intercept for each shape, and a random38
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effect of congruence for each shape. Correlations between random intercepts and random39

slopes were set to 0 to aid convergence. In lme4 code, the model had the structure40

BreakthroughTime ~ Congruence + (1+Congruence||Participant) +41

(1+Congruence||Shape)42

There was no significant effect of congruence in this model that accounted for variatio43

between items (Table 3).44

Table 3

Mixed model with item random effects for each shape

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.61 0.2 1.32 17.85 0.02

Congruent -0.05 0.1 1.01 -0.57 0.67

Model 4: Omnibus analysis without item effects45

To show that model 3’s lack of item effects is not simply due to analysing trial level46

rather than grouped data, we ran a new model that omitted the treatment of items as a47

random effect, and is thus equivalent to the prior omnibus t-test analysis. We regressed48

breakthrough times against a dummy coded congruency factor (0 = incongruent, 1 =49

congruent) along with a random intercept and a random effect of congruence for each50

participant. Correlations between random intercepts and random slopes were set to 0 to aid51

convergence. In lme4 code, the model had the structure52

BreakthroughTime ~ Congruence + (1+Congruence||Participant)53

Replicating the original work, once item effects were ignored, the congruence effect was54

significant (Table 4).55
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Table 4

Mixed model without item random effects

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.61 0.07 180.43 49.12 0

Congruent -0.05 0.02 165.79 -3.16 0

Thus, these analyses provide strong evidence that the apparent effect of sound56

symbolism is driven by simple visual differences across the items shown, rather than a high57

level sound symbolic effect.58

Model 5: Item as a fixed effect59

One concern about treating item as a random effect here, is that it only has two levels,60

and so estimation of variance should be tricky. In fact, the models above converge,61

suggesting that the estimation reached a stable solution. But an alternative strategy that62

would not have these problems is to treat item as a fixed effect in the regression, that63

interacts with the other effects.64

Thus, we modeled the data as so:65

BreakthroughTime ~ Congruence * Item + (1+Congruence * Item66

||Participant)67

Using contrast coding for the predictors (+1/-1) so that the estimated main effect is68

the “average” effect.69

Table 5 shows that Item (coded as “Spikes” or “Not Spikes”) reliably interacts with70

congruence.71
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Table 5

Mixed model with item as fixed effect

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.59 0.07 177.14 48.79 0.00

CongruentContrast -0.03 0.01 164.67 -3.20 0.00

SpikesContrast -0.05 0.02 176.60 -2.29 0.02

CongruentContrast:SpikesContrast 0.14 0.01 169.70 14.56 0.00

Table 6 shows that incongruence reliably increases breakthrough times for puffy shapes,72

and Table 7 shows that incongruence reliably decreases breakthrough times for spiky shapes.73
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Table 6

Mixed model with for puffy shapes

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.64 0.08 176.01 46.67 0

CongruentContrast -0.17 0.01 166.71 -12.59 0

Thus, the most natural interpretation of these data is that they are generated by74

idiosyncratic features of the items used, rather than a generalized effect caused by75

unconscious processing of sound symbolism.76
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Table 7

Mixed model with for spiky shapes

B SE df t p

(Intercept) 3.54 0.08 176.85 46.70 0

CongruentContrast 0.11 0.01 171.26 9.29 0
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